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CGRG President’s Ramblings
Hi All
I don’t know about you, but I am getting a little
exited!
Why you ask trying to avoid my gaze.
Why the 2020 Model Railway Convention, Rails
from the Rubble is about to hit the City of
Christchurch, at my old alma mater, St Andrews
college

Funny enough the co-ordinator of this event, Craig
Galilee, was in my Model Train club at school (there
was six of us) and even our old master will be at the
show Geoff Emsley .
I am looking forward to seeing what can be achieved
in other scales , but most importantly I can talk about
trains all weekend and not be told to shut up or
change the subject, but that has been known to
happen also.

A photo of them in trial position to follow, they look
great and are rather large
I have spent several days and evenings working on
the layout and it is now starting to show bones, I am
thinking I could be trial running in April/May, so all
still on schedule for next year
My main concern is the transporting of 6 tonnes of
Halswell quarry stone from my storage shed to site
(30km away), its heavy stuff and I am old/lazy
(scratch one)
Our meet this month was a wee bonus, thank you
Daniel for stepping in for a cancellation, it is
appreciated, I got to drive those of our group on the
bush Railcar around the site at Steam Scene.
I am a recently qualified driver and told Dennis I
have only had one accident (not true but we had a
laugh)

I met Don Ellis, former long term President of this
club twenty years ago at a previous convention,
where he and his assistants ( Ray you’re one of them)
did a fantastic presentation of G scale and sound
locos ( LGB A-B-A unit Santa Fe) what an amazing
experience to hear sound out of an engine for the first
time that was not the winding gear wearing out.

Earlier in the day, prior to members arriving we had
the public driving the G scale trains and they
absolutely loved it as they cannot do this anywhere
else, something to consider for the future me thinks.

It put that spark in my head that this is what I would
like, and it will make me happy……

Andrew

Well I have done it and it does make
me Happy, Thank you Don and
friends.
In my what’s he been up to this time, I
have been away and my wife allowed
me to go to the Model Train shop
(Merv Smith Models) unescorted
again, and again I walked out with a
big box of stuff, two silo’s and a gate,
I already took a fence (Dad Joke)
Well lucky it and the suitcase were
under the permitted weight so free
travel home from Queen concert in
Auckland

Hope you are all well and hearty and looking after
yourselves and enjoying your G scale railways
whether actual or in your dreams, I do
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What’s he up to Now?
Andrew Wilson, West Melton

In the Yard photos I have prepared the base and
positioned the track and the loco coaling unit and
water tower for effect
Still a wee way to go there but you can see how it will
come together
The junction has version three in position but watch
this space as I have changed it again to make it an
even smoother transition point
I wish to acknowledge and thank Iain Collingwood
for his assistance in putting the yard together, 2 hours

of continuous screwing in of timber strips which I
was cutting and packing
Used about 500 screws
The return loop area which will have a pond with a
port and a huge bridge is now ready to accept soil,
that was my summer build project, lots of concrete
and is twice what was consented by my wife, lost a
lot of brownie points doing that
Kind regards
Andrew
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Christchurch Garden Railway Group Running Day
At McLean’s Island
Due to a damp morning, with possible rain, the
turnout for the February 16 2020 meeting at Steam
Scene was lower than usual.

was kind, and although overcast, was quite warm.

Daniel Hood and Andrew Wilson had laid the track
on the foundation previously used and ran Thomas
and friends trains from 11:00am until around 1:00pm
when members started arriving.

The children had great enjoyment in running the
trains.

During the afternoon, members had the opportunity to
have a ride on the CLS 7¼” gauge railway, and at the
end of the day, Andrew Wilson, newly qualified
railcar driver, took members for a run in the restored
Ex Ogilvie & Co Ltd tram. This tram was made for
and used on a bush tramway.

A variety of battery and track powered trains were
run by members during the afternoon. The weather

Many thanks to Daniel and Andrew for their efforts
to make a great day out.

Members had the use of the Christchurch Live
Steamers clubrooms to relax and have afternoon tea.

Mixed train on the main. Ian Galbraith’s Forney and passenger cars in the siding. Thomas looks away

Ian’s Forney and passenger cars cross the bridge

Photo: Andrew Wilson
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Iain Collingwood’s Forney and freight curves around the trees

Photo: Iain Collingwood

7¼” gauge coach built by Daniel Hood and his father

Photo: Iain Collingwood
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Restored Ogilvie & Co Ltd bush railcar on the Canterbury Steam Preservation Society Railway

Iain’s Forney on the bridge

Photo: Iain Collingwood

Photo: Iain Collingwood
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Iain’s Climax and train on the bridge. (Very popular spot)

Andrew Wilson, left, and prospective new member, Alf Williams watching the trains

Photo: Iain Collingwood

Photo: Andrew Wilson
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Wayne’s World 2020
Lloyd Dickens: Masterton

The Wairarapa Garden Railway Group visited Wayne Haste’s
outdoor layout.
In a first for the Wairarapa Group we are experimenting with
evening running event.
Due to the number of Garden Railways we have to visit we needed
to add a couple of new time slots. So for January and February we
are running a conventional Sunday afternoon event and an evening
event mid week. While the mid week event does not suit those still
working we only have one such person.
So we turned up at 4 pm with our shared evening meal and trains.

Wayne’s out door layout is large level loop raised off the ground.
While it is single track there is some double tracking.
It is located under tree so Wayne covers it when it is not in use. This
also assists keeping the track clean as Wayne runs DCC.
I turned up with my Welsh Highland Railway Beddglert
Roundhouse live steam Locomotives and my kit set coaches. Both
ran very well. As the night started to set in I pulled my Isle of Man
coaches which have internal lighting with the Welsh Highland
Railway Harlech Castle Roundhouse electric model. This is a
combination that could never have run in prototype
The shared meal turned out just great.

Henrik Dorbeck's Saxon Meyer 133 plus the preserved rack
of Saxon Coaches of Dresden, German, origin.

Colin Bache ran his Austrian OBB Diesel
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Wairarapa Garden Railway Group visits the Taylors
Lloyd Dickens: Masterton

Selwyn and Jenny Taylor kindly allowed us to run on
their railway while they where away at an Elton John
concert in Hawkes Bay.
The Taylor’s purchased my brother Beauchamp’s
farm and railway some years ago and decided to keep
the railway. The club has since been maintaining the
track and Jenny the landscape.
Warren Stringer and I visited the railway a week
before the run to check on the state of the track as we
have neglected it a bit lately. All was well with a little
cleaning and some adjustments.
My brother Beauchamp built the railway at the
beginning of the century, the first of what is now
many in the Wairarapa that’s due to the inspiration of
your Editor, Ian, who lived in the Wairarapa at the
time.
I supplied some brass track for the railway as I had a
live steam locomotive and no track to run on.
Beauchamp manufactured the rest by placing steel on
edge and welding it into shape in a jig. This has
proved very reliable over time and the only issued is
matching the brass to the steel. All the points where
also made by Beauchamp.

Warren Stringer’s tram videos the run from the track perspective

Warren and I have had to place new wood under the
points in recent years due to rot but otherwise they
have worked out very well.
The building are showing wear and tear, the railway
to some degree resembling one of Beeching’s closed
railways where the track was not removed. That is a
look all of its own.

Murray Clarke’s 218 German Diesel and Peter Milburn’s 10 wheeler run side by side
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Dean Ellicott and his V200 Diesel

Peter’s 10 wheeler and train passes the ruined castle
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Peter’s 10 wheeler and train

Murray’s 218 German Diesel
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Auckland February meeting
Brian Millar, Titirangi
The February meeting of the Auckland
Garden Railway Society was held on
Sunday February 23, 2020 at Brian
Millar’s place in Titirangi, West
Auckland. This was the official
christening of the Sunray Light Railway,
Brian having only completed the first
version layout in recent weeks.
The meeting had been postponed for 24
hours, after rain was forecast – and
arrived plentifully – on the day before;
this of course after about 6 weeks when
Auckland had had no rain at all….
About 20 members and guests enjoyed a
warm sunny (and windy!) afternoon,
running locos on track power and
battery power (the live steam boys kept
their locos at home this time). And as
usual, there was good conversation
around a plentiful afternoon tea
(members are very good at ‘bring a
plate’), presided over by Brian’s sister,
who also contributed scones with jam
and cream.
Brian began building his layout a little
over two years ago, after plans to use an
indoor room for his OO layout were
dashed by his wife wanting an artist studio and
number one daughter returning home to live and
needing both a bedroom and a music studio. Wife
suggested “why don’t you build a railway in the
garden?” – so the space was quickly cleared before
any minds changed!
The layout would have finished a few months earlier,
but for a remark by Hugh, one of the club members
who was a great help with advice in the planning
stages – “I think a viaduct would look good on that
curve.” About 5 months later the ground excavations
had been completed and the viaduct built using wood

Looking down the length of the line
from an old garden trellis (as were the station building
and engine shed). The layout measures 11 meters by
roughly 1 meter (the station area is a bit wider) with
R2 radius curves (LGB R2 track on the viaduct,
flexible track on the rest of the layout). Track power
is from a 1-amp controller, so small locos – I just
happen to like short wheelbase locos and rolling
stock. There is an outside passing loop in front of the
station platform, with a small loco shed, a goods shed,
and a bay platform (for the tram). Two photos from
February 2018 show the viaduct, and the groundwork
for the main station area.
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Two of Brian’s trams

Michael Hilliar’s Consolidation
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The essential afternoon tea break

Kevin’s diesel
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Robert’s steam tram

National Garden Railway
Convention 2021
6-8 February 2021
The Convention venue is the Russley Golf
Club Convention Centre, Stableford Green,
Christchurch.
Only 340 days until the Convention.
Planning is well under way with three clinics
confirmed and up to twelve railways to visit.
Eight of these are new since the 2015
Christchurch Convention.
To be added to the Convention email list, send
your contact details to:
2021ngrc@culcreuchfold.org.nz
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Changes to the Culcreuch Fold Garden Railway
Around July 20180 a decision was made to change the alignment of the Culcreuch Fold Garden Railway. The
Reason? A large amount of track was sitting in unused sidings/spurs and the line just ran around the perimeter
of the land allocated for the railway. After many discussions and ideas were put forward, rejected, altered, the
work started. Approximately an additional 15m3 was allocated in the redesign.

February 2013

February 2020

February 2016

February 2020

January 2019

February 2020
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December 2019

February 2020

December 2019

February 2020

December 2019

February 2020

August 2019

February 2020
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Making a Connection
John Boyson – Auckland Garden Railway Society/Gauge One Model Railway Association
riveted together. Being the first time I had undertaken
pop riveting, I found the whole process quick and
straightforward. It is a system I shall definitely use
again.

1
[1]The connecting baseboard in service
This article has been prepared for joint publication in
the Garden Whistle and G1MRA NZ newsletter.
Photos provided by the author.
This has nothing to do with changing planes, boats,
trains, etc. What it does refer to is the long awaited
(by me anyway!) connection of what were two
distinct sections of railway.
The first section is the 1:32 fine scale model of
Mallaig Station located indoors and secondly, the
(very) gradually extending outdoor railway. Having
completed Craigenarden Viaduct across the vegetable
garden last year, there remained a 2.5 metre gap
through the workshop door to the end of the station
approach that needed to be filled.
A portable section was planned for this with the
following criteria:
• Must be light
• Must be easily handled (given its size)
• Must provide for points for the future
extension outside
• Must be self-supporting with only
connections at each end
• Must be able to be easily stored and retrieved
To achieve the necessary strength, together with the
desire for minimisation of weight, an aluminium
lattice frame was constructed with a built in
underslung lattice beam to give the necessary
rigidity. This was formed with the smallest
commercially available aluminium angle sections pop

2
[2] The baseboard frame under construction
Regular test fitting of the frame to the two ends of the
railway as work progressed, ensured that it continued
to fit the gap and stayed true without warping. The
two straight edges under the frame (it is upside
down) in the above picture ensured that the top of the
board remained flat.

3
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[3] Test fitting the finished frame with the track deck
edges marked out with red insulation tape. Note there
is room for a reasonably proportioned person to still
use the doorway with the board installed. There is
also an alternative route available, which does not
necessitate ducking or crawling when the board is
installed, under Auchtertyre Viaduct on the opposite
side of the vegetable garden.
Aluminium tread plate was used to form the track
base. This was marked out and cut out to shape. This
again minimised weight and saved money at the same
time by limiting the use of the plate to the area where
the load would be applied. It also significantly
contributed to stiffening up the structure.

5
[5] Forming the ground shape around the track base.
Note the mess!

6
4
[4] Aluminium tread plate cut to shape ready for
riveting to frame.
There was quite a bit of open frame not covered at
this point. This was filled in with expanded
polystyrene sheets recovered from the house build
and glued to the frame. These were then carved to
form a rolling moorland landscape. Messy job this,
tip: tidy and clean the workshop before you start and
then have the vacuum cleaner handy!
Useful tools included an (old) kitchen knife (cleaned
and returned after use!), a large coarse file and a
surform
Cut outs were made in the polystyrene, centred on
suitable frame cross bars. These form handhold
openings at the balance points of the board to ease
handling of what is a light but large and awkward
shape. The cut outs have been retained as plugs to
hide the holes when the board is installed.
Once shaped, the polystyrene was covered with a mix
of sawdust and diluted outdoor PVA which, once set,

[6]Testing clearances with the largest piece of stock:
an L and M carriage. There was 10mm to spare!
made the whole thing rigid. This technique is broadly
the way indoor modellers used to make ground cover
scenery before the onset of static fibre systems. This
was then painted an olive green colour to represent
moorland.

7
[7] Applying sawdust mix. Note the handhold holes
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the continuation of the external loop. The rails are
aligned through cast nickel silver fishplates which
simply slide along the track to join each rail. They
have been gently pinched to ensure a moderate force
fit without being overly tight.
When it is not in use, the board is stored under
Mallaig Station out of harms way.

8
[8] Painting done including the hand hold plugs

11
[11] Now you don’t! All hidden away

9
[9] View out from Mallaig of completed track work
leading outside.
Finally, track was temporarily installed on the
permanent alignment for the connection between the
viaduct and the station. This was done by bolting
down brass shims over two sleepers on each side
every six sleepers.
The unit is supported from the two ends and through
a post concreted into the ground outside on the line of

10
[10] Now you see it, the board stored away under Mallaig

The permanent track work with the points will be
constructed once there is a need to create the junction
between Mallaig station and the loop.
Given that I am also planning to be able to operate
coarser wheel sets, ultimately there will be a
duplicate board without the points to simply connect
the loop leaving Mallaig isolated. This will also
allow the door to be closed.
Having made the connection, the main line loop is
now being extended at the other end to take it around
to the west fence. More on this later.
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12
[12] The completed board with temporary track installed through the door. It is supported at each end off
Mallaig Station and Craigenarden Viaduct. The third support point is the post visible below the baseboard
just outside the door. This forms the continuation point for the outside loop for the future.

From a reader in the USA
Thomas Preisner
Someone I know in the UK had the idea and cut out a
piece of the roof of a HO engine to put a G-Scale dude
into it. The result looked really good.
I bought this used HO engine a recently at a local show
for little money.
John Zareva did his usual magic, cut out a part of the roof
and fabricated a seat for the engineer. This kind of engine
could run in any park etc. all over the world...
We have all seen something like it. I am going to add
some gondolas to it with G-Scale people in them.
Wow ! This is so cool !!!
For those of you who are not familiar with the scale, Gn15
stands for:
G = G-Scale
N - Narrow Gauge

15 - distance between the rails of HO track = 15 mm
(16.5mm)
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Sunset Valley Railroad
rldhobbies.com

Thinking of going pneumatic for your switch (turnout)
operation? Our comprehensive system is simple to install
and use, and it has proven to be very reliable in service
with all metal components, not plastic. Compatible with
the old Del-Air and E-Z Aire systems. Nearly every
product made in the USA
www.sunsetvalleyrailroad.com
pete@sunsetvalleyrailroad.com
+1 253 862 6748
New Zealand distributor
Culcreuch Fold Garden Railway Model Supplies
cfgrms@culcreuchfold.org.nz
Phone: 03 551 2142

reindeerpas.com
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Crest Revolution Remote Control System for G Scale Battery Power
Sold as Transmitter Only, Transmitter and Receiver, Sound Decoder Only, or Transmitter and Power Pack for Track
Power
Sounds, and operation controlled by push buttons
Handheld can hold up to 50 locos
Can be wired to any G Scale Locomotive, or plug-n-play for Aristo craft Locomotives NZ DistributorContact:
Phone: (04) 2338555 Email: sales@mackstrack.co.nz

COMING EVENTS
March 21-22 2020

Nelson Model Train Exhibition, Stoke

April 10-13 2020

NZAMRC Convention, Christchurch

May 9-10 2020
May 31- June 6 2020

Dunedin Model Train Show, Taieri Bowling Club, Mosgiel
36th Garden Railway Convention, Nashville, TN, USA

July 4-5 2020

Eight new railways not previously
seen before
Several clinics/workshops
Buy, Sell & Swap
Meals
Banquet

Ashburton Model Train Show

July 11-12 2020

Hobby Expo, Taupo

July 18-19 2020

Mercury Bay MRC Exhibition

October 3-4 2020

The BIG Model Train Show, Christchurch
th

February 6-8 2021

12 NZ Garden Railway Convention, Christchurch

June 28-July 3 2021

37th Garden Railway Convention, Denver, CO, USA

2022

38th Garden Railway Convention, Santa Clara CA, USA

Quality 45 mm gauge brass track for indoor or outdoor use. Code
332 rail compatible with all overseas tracks
Now available in 5ft (1.5m) lengths, comprising 2 lengths of rail,
plastic sleepers with two rail joiners, for only $53.00, plus postage, at
cost. Track is in “Kit form”.
Why pay $80.00 or more for imported track when you can purchase
locally. Postage is the most cost efficient method to send the track.
3m lengths also available, but need to be shipped by truck.
North Island orders will be despatched from Auckland.
Contact: Graeme Quayle Phone 09 416 7600 gray.quayle@xtra.co.nz
South Island orders will be despatched from Rangiora.
Contact:
Ian
C
Galbraith Phone 03 551 2142
cfgrms@culcreuchfold.org.nz
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Club Events and Contacts
Auckland:
March 2020: A joint meeting with GROW and the New Zealand Gauge 1 group at Michael Hilliar's layout.
Starts at 11am, shared lunch, and officially ends at 4pm. People are welcome to stay after 4pm and buy their
dinner at the local shops.
Club Contact: Auckland Garden Railway Society Inc Email: gardenrailauckland@gmail.com
Philip Sharp, Ph: 09 600 2157

Waikato:
March 2020: A joint meeting with GROW and the New Zealand Gauge 1 group at Michael Hilliar's layout.
Starts at 11am, shared lunch, and officially ends at 4pm. People are welcome to stay after 4pm and buy their
dinner at the local shops.
Club Contact: GROW: Garden Railway Operators of Waikato. Email: sandnlipsey@gmail.com
Stefan Lipsey, P O Box 612, Waikato Mail Centre, Hamilton, 3240, Ph: 07 859 3650

Wairarapa:
March 14-15 2020: Live Steam Weekend starting at 10 am at Lloyd Dickens, 55 Titoki Street, Masterton.
March 15 2020:Running afternoon at Dean Ellicock starting 1 pm at 240 Norfolk Road, Waingawa,
Masterton.
Includes steam weekend attendees.

Club Contact: Wairarapa Garden Railway Group. Email: Lloyd.dickens@wise.net.nz
C/- Lloyd Dickens, 55 Titoki Street, Masterton. Ph 06 370 3790.

Wellington:
Sunday 8 March 2020: Dave Allen’s Browns Bay Railway 1:30pm Start, RSVP’s please. This is an X-4-X
gathering, no loco’s larger than a X-4-X
Club Contact: Wellington Garden Railway Group. Email: cdrowley@xtra.co.nz
Coordinator: Chris Drowley, 47 Chester Road, Tawa 5028, Ph: 0274 496 907

Christchurch:
Sunday 22 March 2020: Noel Collingwood, 10 Tutton Mews, Rangiora from 1:00pm. (Note: Tutton Mews
is a private Road. Please park on Tripoli Street)
Sunday 19 April 2020: Dean Farrow, 65 Ashley Street, Rangiora, from 1:00pm. NOTE: AGM 2:00pm
Club Contact: Christchurch Garden Railway Group: Email: Secy@culcreuchfold.org.nz
Secretary/Treasurer: Ian C Galbraith, 3 Church Street, RANGIORA 7400 Ph 03 5512142
President: Andrew Wilson, 021 273 3047
The Garden Whistle is published monthly by the Christchurch Garden Railway Group and features news from various
G scale Groups in New Zealand.
Each club is a separate identity and the contact details may be found above.
Contributions of articles and/or photos are always welcome. Photos should be sent as separate jpg attachments.
The views expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those of the Editor, Executive, or members of the
Christchurch Garden Railway Group
Editor: Ian C Galbraith, 3 Church Street, RANGIORA 7400.
Email: GW@culcreuchfold.org.nz

